Abstract-In the recent virtual communication world, the email services play a vital role as a basic content of heterogeneous networking infrastructure. Whereby, multiple platforms are connecting each other. Mail Server refers to computer performing Mail Transfer Agent functions. MTA is software that delivers electronic mail messages from one computer to another, by using client-server application architecture. MTA implements both sender and receiver portions of SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol). Postfix is a free and open-source MTA which is fast, easy-to-administrator and provide secure communication over Internet. In this paper we focus on the problem of email contents disclosure, and establish a secure mail server by using Postfix in Linux platform and then implement it into a cloud service provider as IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service). Security is provided by tuning a Transport Layer Security (TLS), and SMTP-AUTH which use Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) as a security mechanism and platform.
I. INTRODUCTION
Email Services have been started to emerge as a result of the contrary advancements within the Internet applications technologies, as well as the novel infrastructures and platforms which are dominating today's WWW. Cloud email services have been recently introduced to the public since less than a decade. This evolution started when the first cloud based application "Sendmail" was introduced. It was primitive simple and reveals many of security-related hiccups, in addition to the hard usability [12] . Qmail in [13] was deployed by Dan Bernstein. It has gained the popularity in the market but the complexity level of sittings of mail client hindered its enhancements.
Mail Transfer Agent (MTA) is a UNIX compatible component mailing that handles the similar task of routing and delivery. MTA controls and administers the procedures of sending email either locally or out of its domain. According to [7] SMTP is mail protocol which is use by MTA to control the mailing process, encounters some problems in handling security issues, whereby, it is difficult to be configured and maintained. Postfix takes a proactive and multilayered approach to security. The Postfix architecture limits the severity of vulnerabilities, even if there is design or coding errors that might otherwise create major vulnerabilities in a monolithic privileged program.
SASL (Simple Authentication and Security Layer) is a security layer identified initially by RFC (4616) stated in [10] . SASL is used by Postfix to ensure authentication provided by implementing SMTP_AUTH framework and suitable mechanism such as plain login whereby; there is no encryption mechanism included. Therefore the login and the password are directly sent to the server to be verified for authenticity.
Transport Layer Security (TLS) is another security layer that operates in Postfix architecture to emphasize on privacy and reliable server identification. This can be guaranteed by using client certificates, which are cryptographically signed identifiers. The implementation of TLS just to encrypt authentication credentials using both public and private keys is fairly setup to tackle issue of the administrative overhead in managing client certificates. These certificates can be used as identifiers for the authentication mechanism initiated by SASL layer with encrypting the communication channel between sender and receiver.
In connection with the technical views in deploying and configuring secure email server empowered with postfix, the system engineers should take in consideration some architectural issues, which guarantee that the deployed software tool is able to ultimately satisfy these issues. Postfix was deployed to sufficiently fulfill most of the related requirements. Among the main key-points that postfix emphasize on architectural requirement mentioned in [8] is security of the email contents against actual attacks, in addition to reliability against losing any transferred message except in case of hardware failure which is beyond postfix control. Some other requirements are such as robustness, performance, availability, extendibility, maintainability, testability, and portability.
Though this paper we are will establish a secure mail server by using Postfix in Linux platform and then implement it into a cloud service provider as IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service). TLS protocol and SMTP AUTH are used to make this mail server secure. The main aim of using postfix in this mail server is making a significant impact on Internet mail performance and security.
The rest of the paper is arranged as flowing. In section II we will handle the dedicated methodology and the framework of implementing Postfix in email scenario illustrated by testbed topology. In section III we will discuss about the possibility to migrate this implemented work as cloud-based with additional points to be consider over the web-based. In section IV we will depict the hurdles and the constraints that limited the provisioning of this implemented scenario. Finally, we enclosed by the conclusion and the overall value of this model.
II. METHODOLOGY
Based on the main objective in this implementation, which is to guarantee message delivery, as well as preventing any user message from infected by a possible mail attack. Mail system scenario has been implemented with postfix configured as a mail server within a network as shown in " Fig. 2 " below. A Linux-based machine has been configured as a server with postfix which has multiple layers consists of TLS and SASL. In this section different steps which explain how to install and configure postfix in Ubuntu are reviewed and showed how secure connection will be set up with using SMTP server.
As depicted in " Fig. 1 " below, a detailed framework of postfix is shown in sequence phases of implementation. Initially we assume that the network topology in " Fig. 2 " has already been designed in terms of hardware and software tools. Postfix package is then installed on both of sender and receiver hosts that run Ubuntu OS. By the time of installing process of Postfix a dashboard appears to enable the administrator to insert the network information that postfix operates on such email server name, network address, IP addresses rage of the hosts that are in the domain. In addition to that we want to be able to communicate the local host domain with the public email domains like Gmail, Yahoo, and Hotmail, within this dashboard we indentify each of these domains in our deployed mail server. After that, SMTP protocol is configured through enabling SMTP_AUTH framework, and encryption mechanism using TLS to secure the sender and receiver login information through the communication channel using DES with both public and private keys. SASL is implemented to provide authentication for user credentials to validate that the sender message is sent from the authorized sender. To ensure SASL in correctly configured two LINUX libraries should be installed first (libsasl2-2 and sasl2-bin) to enable the authentication modules. Postfix supports two SASL implementations Cyrus SASL and Dovecot SASL. To enable Dovecot SASL the dovecot-common package will need to be installed. Until this phase Postfix should be completely configured and manipulated to the dedicated network topology. Therefore we come to the testing part. Whereby, we attempt to initiate Telnet session to the UPM mail server. After the Telnet is successfully initiated we are now running on the local host domain of UPM mail server, so we should be able to send message in a secure channel to different public domains like Gmail, Yahoo, etc, as well as receive a reply from the way opposite. The last phase of our implementation refers to troubleshooting which is recalled in particular times. Whereby, there is a possible fault of logging files as well as the SMTP_AUTH module or even in managing the encryption keys provided by TLS layer. 
III. MIGRATING THE IMPLEMENTATION TO CLOUD COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT
Cloud computing is greatly considered today by most businesses. Small and large-scale businesses alike have seen the advantage of cloud computing. Because of the ability of getting every data processes in the cloud (online), business will enjoy mobility without being held down to a single application [1] . The real time interaction of cloud computing is not only based on single person in the local gadget. Everyone involved will have real time interaction with the data and might even offer some changes. However transferring from local data availability and processes to cloud computing, is a considered a tedious task. Therefore, security in particular, is one of the most important issues in the cloud computing field [9] ; For highly established businesses, transferring the entire database to businesses will take precious time and resources to make things work.
Among the features of could systems is Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). Cloud IaaS providers provide platform for applications which can be anything form web-based email ((like Gmail) to real application (like twitter) [11] . It is necessary to each organization to consider the advantages of this service. Thanks to IaaS, the user do not need to worry about what kind of email server or what platform in the email server should be the most suitable to work with his needs. Instead, the cloud service providers supply the customer with the most optimal and secure email server functions (such as administration tool or even data storage) that support the customer email environment.
The service providers typically bill such services on a utility computing basis and amount of resources consumed to calculate the cost. Besides, IaaS evolved from virtual private server offerings. This typically reflects the level of activity and the demand on this service.
A. The importance of migrating from Local to a CloudBased Email Services
In the current situation of communication within each enterprise level, the company looks forward to have its own email services for the seeking of more privacy and security. What if these companies have branches in over the entire world, then there will be a need for spent more financial and hardware costs to let the agents communicate from one branch to another. Adhere; the necessity of having all these email services allocated on-the-air and shared between many users in the same domain (company) would be more optimal solution to email service issues. This is what we call "cloud-based email services".
According to [2] , the features of cloud-based email services can be cheaper than running personal email service on-premise. Moreover, it provides also more benefits such as, (1) rapidly provision new users, universities such as Arizona States, Bryant; are using cloud-based email providers such as Microsoft and Google to provision their alumni. (2) Allocate valuable IT professionals to more business-centric projects. (3) Always run the latest software and configurations without upgrade hassles. (4) Shift the financial burden from upfront capital expense to ongoing operating expense.
Nowadays, many cloud email service providers offer domain-name capabilities, so that your emails appear to be sent and received on your own domain, even though you are using their servers [3] . Nevertheless, there are still plenty of reasons why you still might want to use your own servers. The following table (table 1) is to distinguish between the features of each local and Cloud-Based Email Services. 
B. What exactly needs to be migrated?
Migrating to the cloud may seem like a daunting task, but it is a very manageable project if you take the proper steps [4] . Legacy Data Such as Messages and Attachments should be securely migrated and consolidated form the current message environment to the new cloud-based provider. Most likely, there are five approaches of migrating the data to the cloudbased server. (1) Green Field Migration: everyone moved at once and there is no relation of legacy mailbox data. So it's easy to be deployed. But; there is a loss of the old data. (2) End user Migration: Users have tools and options to access and migrate legacy email themselves. So, it's easy to scale to large groups. But, there is a difficulty to manage end-user tools which takes extra work. (3) Minimal Migration: Everyone moved at once and there is a possibility to combine with enduser migration. This type can be scaled to large groups and preserves some data.
However, end-user tasked with missing data. (4) Admin "Quick" Migration: it migrates groups of users to new service as fast as possible. All mailbox content is preserved and only minimal coexistence is offered. So; Full data fidelity is ensured. But it May not be possible for large organizations. (5) Classic Migration: a long-term coexistence is offered, and Long-term coexistence is offered. So, it has a support for largescale migrations. But, not all coexistence features may be available as well as, Admin work to coordinate group/moves. After determining the proper approach of migrating the legacy data from the local email server to the new one, it comes now to the migration phase, whereby it's implemented through multiple stages: 
Pre-Migration
In this stage, we need to make sure that the new hosted email solution can import email from the current used local email server (Postfix) which is configured on Linux server.
Set-Up Users
After configuring the signing up for the host solution, we need now to setup new users, establish storage limits, and create aliases. Also and create SharePoint sites and/or top-level public folders via a web-based Administrator (or Management) Console.
Create New Profile
We can use Outlook to create a profile which is used to remember the email accounts and settings that tell Outlook where your email is stored.
Perform Migration
It handles the process of forwarding an email from the old server (Postfix) to the new hosted mailbox to ensure you capture all email during the migration process.
Update MX Records
An MX Record tells senders how to send email for our cloud domain. The registered domains are assigned several DNS records, which enable it to be located on the Internet. These include MX Records, which direct the domain's mail flow. Each MX Record points to an email server that is configured to process mail for that domain.
Start Using Your New Solution
After updating the MX record and the domain. We can start using cloud based-email solution.
Regular Backups
Regular backups are advisable to be performed when start using the new cloud-based email service.
There are some additional facilities provided by moving the cloud-based email servers. First of all is email achieving, whereby, solutions that capture and store all emails (and attachments) sent or received in a centralized online repository. The second feature is considering email security, whereby, Solutions that protect your inboxes from online threats including spam, viruses and phishing scams. Finally there should be the Unified Communications, whereby, A suite of online solutions, including voicemail, email, IM/presence, and web conferencing that optimize communications.
IV. LIMITATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS
The implementation of email servers from local-based up to a larger scope level of cloud system is considered a hard task. Whereby a lot of hardware and software equipments should be provided. The main idea of this article is to configure an email server in Linux platform with a secure communication channel to send messages to other public email domains (yahoo, hotmail, Gmail). The conceptual idea has been done perfectly in the local level (connecting to local email server). But the main hurdle that we have faced is to come up with a real implementation in fully cloud environment such are (the authorization of using a real email server from UPM university, the possibility to have cloud environment in a real test bed to plug this implementation on it.). Adhere; we have implemented the idea in virtual server (Postfix) which is configured in Linux Platform. On the other hand, there are some limitations can be counted from the amount of experience and knowledge in this field, as this type of implementation has never been practiced by any of the team members. Intuitively, such a scaled up implementation need more efficient resources to be provided in order to keep the proper time of each phase of this project development.
V. CONCLUSION
Email servers are considered among the main assets in the enterprise to be well-configured, monitored and controlled. Security of email servers is became a necessary to prevent any information of the company from leaking outside, and also prevent the public from accessing such a sensitive data records. In this article we have proposed a simple implementation of configuring a secure email server in Linux platform (Ubuntu OS) to use Local-based Email Transfer Agent such as Postfix.
Postfix is considered one of the best email agents to be used in cloud environment, as it provides a tight level of security by integrating SMTP and SASL. In addition to the aforementioned advantages we rather to use postfix because it provide end-toend message delivery with ignorable rate of failure. On the other hand, we have used an authentication mechanism to control the valid emails within the configured email accounts that are the only users use the service. This is done by setting up Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) with SMTP to check for the valid user data to access Postfix email service.
Mounting this implementation to cloud-based email service is possible in terms of manipulation, whereby most of the configuration steps that have been taken place during the localbased email service are almost the same as to the cloud-based level with some additions in the infrastructure settings. So, the main hurdle that should be count-measured is to provide a real test bed with allowance to access the real email server of UPM campus to perform the real migration from local-based to cloud-based email services. There is a further plan to come up with a real implementation in cloud servers to achieve more accurate results.
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